
Smart building control  
from anywhere



The smart building system  
that keeps you in touch  
and in control.



Smart integration
Aritech’s smart building system provides you with the flexibility 
and freedom to adjust your office system, tailored to your 
evolving needs. From a straightforward door control concept to 
a powerful integrated intrusion system with access control that 
can be managed remotely.

Secure
Our smart building solutions are designed to meet a wide 
range of high demanding market requirements, such as EN 
Grade 3. Securing different areas with different access levels 
in a flexible way, the system is able to adapt and provide the 
best comfort possible.

While the importance of secure connectivity and the need 
of cyber security is widely understood, the reality is often 
different. UltraSync™ makes sure the connectivity of your 
devices is secured at all times.

Efficient management
Control your office buildings and integrates your main security 
technologies seamlessly. Benefit from quick and remote 
support from anywhere.

Peace of mind
at work and away



Aritech’s smart building system delivers  
convenient building automation  
that’s perfectly in sync with your needs.  
Wherever you are, Aritech is there with you.

Built for life  
Designed for you



In sync
with your work

Comfortable
Manage and control on site or remotely all security needs 
ranging from intrusion and fire detection to access control and 
video surveillance.

All from one graphical interface, providing you with a clear view 
of the entire security operation.

Reliable alarm verification
Aritech’s smart building system makes you aware of what 
is happening, as it seamlessly integrates visual alarm 
verification solutions like cameras or PIRcam, a state-of-the-
art and flexible wireless security solution. Whether through a 
professional central monitoring station or your own mobile app, 
PIRcam provides you with a quick and remote assessment of 
the potentially dangerous situation.

Accessible
Control your smart building system from anywhere, in your 
office or while traveling. Check the status of all areas, set and 
unset your system, control lights, doors ...

Every business is different, and every business owner has different concerns 
and needs. That’s why smart building systems are always tailored to your 
requirements. They provide a perfect answer to applications ranging from 
small business and shops to higher security.

Flexible
An integrated access system works seamlessly with intrusion 
detection, resulting in a cost efficient fully integrated solution.



ATS 8550 REMOTE SERVICE

ALARM VERIFICATION

SECURITY MANAGEMENT

INTEGRATED ACCESS CONTROL

VIDEO INTEGRATION 

FIRE SYSTEMS

ULTRASYNC™ CLOUD SERVICES

MOBILE APP

DUALPATH CELLULAR 
COMMUNICATION

AUTOMATION SYSTEMS

AND MANY MORE

Third-party integrations
Integrate into external solutions. Connect 
different systems used in your building. 
Please consult your local sales office for 
further information on possible integrations.



with management 
software
Imagine one interface to manage and control, 
whether on-site or remotely, all of your security 
needs on various premises, ranging from intrusion 
and fire detection to access control and video 
surveillance.

Imagine these different systems interacting thanks 
to a seamless integration enabling verification 
of events through video streams, and linking 
intrusion and fire events with access control to 
safeguard the safety and security of people.

Advisor Advanced Pro App
This mobile app gives you the flexibility 
and freedom to adjust your security and 
building systems to match your lifestyle.

Management software
An intuitive graphical user interface 
able to provide dynamic floorplans and 
manage multiple tasks.

Optional 24/7 monitoring service
UltraSync™ is supported by a wide range  
of monitoring stations in your country.
Please consult your local website for  
further information.

Smart Building  
solutions



Always in control
Always in touch

One single interface controlling multiple 
complex systems
The security manager is in control and able to handle every event efficiently. Whenever 
an alarm is generated, it can immediately be supported by video, which can be retrieved 
easily at any time. One database for all functions linked to events, where access rights 
can be altered, eliminates any risk of errors.

Every minute counts
An immediate intervention by your security system is critical. With remote management of your 
building system, the installer can diagnose and support you from virtually anywhere.  
UltraSync™ enables a quick and secure IP connection, offering value services to improve 
efficiency.



The system  
that protects
your building and your assets

Affordable and convenient, our smart building solution keeps banks, shopping 
malls, high-risk retail outlets, office buildings etc. protected and efficiently 
managed. Whether it’s remotely arming or disarming a security system, 
UltraSync™ connectivity allows you to control your building’s security, comfort 
and accessibility.  
Easily and efficiently. Growing together with you and your business.

Enhanced security. More convenience.
Our smart building solutions are designed to meet high 
security requirements such as EN grade3. They integrate 
access control, where different areas with different access 
levels can be secured in a flexible way.

But also, with UltraSynctm, our solutions are able to establish 
encrypted connections with intelligent edge devices, providing  
an enhanced security solution.

Cyber secure
UltraSync™ connectivity allows you to control your security 
from virtually anywhere. But above all, UltraSync™ ensures that 
your connectivity is secured at all times, using an end-2-end 
encrypted communication with VPN technology.

With the increasing potential Cyber Security threats that are 
emerging, protecting your business becomes a priority.

Reliable proven system
Our smart building solution is built on well-established 
technology and has been thoroughly field tested. 

UltraSync™ is the standard for over 5 million Aritech 
manufactured security systems sold throughout the world.

Data privacy
UltraSync™ has been designed and built in accordance with 
the Privacy by Design principles, taking into account data 
protection obligations to enable compliance with data privacy 
requirements. Apart from the data we store safely and securely 
on behalf of our customers, the secured connection offered by 
UltraSync™ does not involve any transfer of data between local 
devices and remote applications.



Future ready

Bringing smart building  
functions together  
in one system.

LIFE SAFETY

LIGHTS

LOCKS

VIDEO

ENVIRONMENTAL 
SENSORS

TOUCHSCREENS 
& KEYFOBS

REMOTE 
INTERFACE

DOOR & WINDOW 
SENSORS

PANEL





Installed & serviced by experts

UltraSync™ is installed and serviced through carefully selected 
professional partners. This allows us to ensure that your 
system will function flawlessly throughout the years. These 
partners implement the ideal system for your building and can 
provide you with professional security monitoring, to help you 
protect what matters most. Whenever you would need them, 
they can assist you remotely or come to your office.

Smart building solutions :
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About Aritech
Aritech provides leading security and life-safety solutions for both 
commercial and residential applications covering intrusion, video, 
transmission and access. Offering some of the most-trusted product 
names in the industry, and backed by ongoing partner services and 
support, Aritech helps customers secure and protect what matters 
most. Aritech is a part of Carrier Global Corporation, a leading 
global provider of healthy, safe and sustainable building and cold 
chain solutions. For more information, visit aritech.com or follow us 
on LinkedIn @Aritech.


